Preventing Violent Song

Intro: The people that I feel weaken in there soul must hurt other people.
      There emotion and mind are controlling them in Their life.
      They are stuck in prison with worthless life of thought in there mind.
      I could only wish for them to see the light at the end of the tunnel.

1 Verse: The pain that I have carry around in my heart is dreadful.
         I have surrounded myself with darkness that you have given me.
         My emotion have the best of me that is my weakness to you.
         I need to break free from the world in darkness. You can not stop me.

Chorus: Everyone have there moment that is surrounded by darkness.
        They regret every moment of it. They could only wish that it change.
        They must learn from their mistake. Make them a stronger person.
        Only then that person really know what true violent is to them.
        Is Only up to the person that they could change their life back.

2 verse: I want to let anybody know that darkness is just an world that capture people.
         It would be great that everyone can stand up to bully.
         Knowing them that they could be stop by just a small piece at a time.
         No matter what person you are you can always stand up to bully.

Chorus: Everyone have there moment that is surrounded by darkness.
        They regret every moment of it. They could only wish that it change.
        They must learn from their mistake. Make them a stronger person.
        Only then that person really know what true violent is to them.
        Is Only up to the person that they could change their life back.